Targeted Cancer Cell Killing by Highly Selective miRNA-Triggered Activation of a Prokaryotic Toxin-Antitoxin System.
Although not evolved to function in eukaryotes, prokaryotic toxin Kid induces apoptosis in human cells, and this is avoided by coexpression of its neutralizing antitoxin, Kis. Inspired by the way Kid becomes active in bacterial cells we had previously engineered a synthetic toxin-antitoxin system bearing a Kis protein variant that is selectively degraded in cells expressing viral oncoprotein E6, thus achieving highly selective killing of cancer cells transformed by human papillomavirus. Here we aimed to broaden the type of oncogenic insults, and therefore of cancer cells, that can be targeted using this approach. We show that appropriate linkage of the kis gene to a single, fully complementary, target site for an oncogenic human microRNA enables the construction of a synthetic toxin-antitoxin pair that selectively kills cancer cells overexpressing that particular microRNA. Importantly, the resulting system spares nontargeted cells from collateral damage, even when they overexpress highly homologous, though nontargeted, microRNAs.